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EXTRA CREDIT OUESTIONS
91. (20 points) No matter where you go, you're surrounded on all sides. For 10 points each,
name these countries completely surrounded by other countries.
a. It lies in northeast Italy, about 100 miles due south of Venice.
Answer: San Marino
b. With its capital at Maseru, it's within South Africa's borders.
Answer: Lesotho
.
92. (20 points) Four players in the Baseball Hall of Fame share the surname Robinson.
For 5 points each, name the player from the clue given.
a. He broke baseball's color line in 1947.
Answer: Jackie Robinson .
b. This Oriole third baseman won 16 straight Gold Gloves.
Answer: Brooks Robinson
c. He hit 586 home runs and won a Most Valuable Player award in each league. ,/'"
Answer: Frank Robinson
d. A 19th-Century star, he managed the Brooklyn Dodgers to pennants in 1916 and -I':"
1920.
Answer: Wilbert Robinson
. 93. (30-25-20-15-10-5) Name this deceased world leader, 30 points on the first clue, etc.
30 points. Among his works are What Is To Be Done?, Imperialism, the Highest Stage
of Capitalism, and The State and Revolution.
20 points. He first used his best-known pseudonym in the magazine Zarya ("Dawn"),
while living in Switzerland after being freed from Siberia.
10 points. He founded the since-also deceased Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Answer: Vladimir I. Lenin (accept Ulyanov)
94. (20 points) You may have heard the United Airlines commercial which uses the
quotation "This royal throne of kings, this sceptered isle, this happy breed of men, this earth,
this realm, this England." For ten points, who wrote these lines?
Answer: William Shakespeare
. _And for 10 more points, from what history play are they from?
Answer: Richard IT
95. (20 points) This is just your "average" bonus. For 5 points each, tell what average is
being described by the following formulas or statements:
a. value of 30 industrials divided by .559
Answer: Dow Jones Industrial Average
b. Hits divided by At Bats
Answer: battin~ average
c. rve just gotten 20 heads in a row, therefore the next flip will be tails.
Answer: "Law of' Averages
d. purchasing more of a commodity at a higher price in anticipation of a further rise
in prices
Answer: average up

/

96. (30 points) The Nobel Prize is probably the highest award that can be received in many
fields. For 10 points each, identify these Nobel Prize winners in Physiology and Medicine.
a. He won the 19:01 award for the s1Jdy...o.{. dtses1tre.- j'o.iJd5-:-;.-'~:".
Answer: 1vO/a ~ov._ ~
b. The 1948 Prize went went to this man for his demonstration of DDT as an
insecticide. Answer: Paul Muller
c. These two men synthesized DNA and RNA and won the 1959 Prize for it. (5 points
each answer)
.
Answer: Severo Ochoa and Arthur Komber~
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97. (25 points) READER: PLEASE HAND OUT ATTACHED PAGE.
With every new Olympics comes a new Olympic logo. In your hands are five Olympic logos
from the past-what you have to do is identify the city where the Olympics was held, for 5
points each.
a. Answer: Montreal (1976) ;b. Answer:· Barcelona (1992) /"
c. Answer: Los Angeles (1984) .d. Answer: Mexico City (1968) "
e. Answer: Moscow (1980)
./
98. (20 points) Japan--constantly in the news, constantly berating the United States,
constantly making great cars and stereos. It's probably a good idea to know some Japanese
history. Answer these questions for 5 points apiece:
a. Japan was unified by this clan in the 5th Century AD.
Answer: )Camato
b. Minamoto Yoritomo was the first of these military rulers.
"
Answer: sho~n
c. This American officer forced the opening of trade with the West in 1854. -/
Answer: Matthew ~
d. Complete this series: Noburu Takeshita, Toshiki Kaifu . ...
Answer: Kiichi Miyazawa (note: last 3 Prime Ministers)
99. (30-25-20-15-10-5) Name this English author from his works, 30-20-10.
30 points. Gerontion (1919) .
20 points. Ash Wednesday (1943)
10 points. The Waste-Land (1922)
Answer: T. S. Eliot
100. (30 points) Quarks are tiny subatomic particles which make up protons and neutrons.
Answer these questions about them:
a. For 5 points, how many types (or "flavors") are there? "
Answer:m
b. For 10 points, what physicist borrowed from Joyce's Finnegans Wake to get the
name "quark"?
Answer: Murray Gell-Mann
c. And for 15 points, name any four quark flavors.
Answer: up. down. charmed. strange. top (or truth). bottom (or beauty)
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101. (25 points) Anthropology is a big subject, but not too big for College Knowledge. For
5 points apiece and an extra 5 for all for, answer these questions on anthropology:
a. the spread of culture traits among groups by direct or indirect contact
Answer: diffusion
b. they include social organization, religion, structure, economic organization, and
material culture
Answer: universals
c. field which includes Sir William Jones, Jakob Grimm, Rasmus Rask, and
Ferdinand de Saussure
Answer: lin~istics
d. concept based on natural selection that existing organisms descend from a common
ancestor
Answer: evolution
102. (30-25-20-15-10-5) Name the composer from his works, 30 points on the first clue, etc.
30 points. Beatrice and Benedict (1862)
20 points. The Damnation of Faust (1846)
10 points. Symphonie Fantastique (1830)
Answer: Hector Berlioz
103. (30 points) You may not be able to tell a book by its cover, but you can probably tell
Eugene O'Neill plays from their settings and characters. For 10 points each, identify the
play:
a. It takes place in the old Mannon mansion, at the close of the Civil War.
Answer: Mournin~ Becomes Electra
b. Apathetic characters sitting around Harry Hope's New York waterfront dive.
Answer: The Iceman Cometh
c. Rob Mayo makes the mistake of staying home to mind the farm.
Answer: Beyond the Horizon
104. (30 points) Popes and baseball would ~eem to be two subjects with little relation to
each other, but you'd be surprised. You'll be given two clues: one for a pope, and one for
a ballplayer that shares a name with the pope. For example: if I said catcher for the '82
Braves, and pope during World War 1, you'd say Bruce Benedict XV. You'll get 5 points
for naming either with each clue, ten points for both.
a. patron of Raphael and excommunicator of Martin Luther; and combative manager
of the Dodgers, Giants
and .,/
'69 Cubs.
v
Answer: Leo X Durocher
b. pitching winner of 288 games, mostly for the Dodgers and Yankees, over 26 years;
and Angelo Ronca1li, wp conven~d Vatican II.
'. \./'
Answer: Tommy John XXIlI
c. Hall of Fame winner of 373 games and key strikeout of Tony Lazzeri in '26 World
Series; and the corrupt Rodrigo Borgia, pope from 1492-1503.
Answer: Grover Cleveland Alexander VI
11:

\
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105. (30 points) 1863 was a pivotal year in the Civil War. For 10 points each, identify these
1863 battles from the description:
a. Lee outmanuevers Hooker despite being outnumbered, and the CSA picks up a
major victory on May 1 & 2, but at a heavy price--the death of Gen. Stonewall
\,.
.
./
Jackson.
Answer: .Chancellorsville
b. what begins as a small skirmish becomes a bloody 3-day battle. Lee loses 1/3 of
his army; Meade's Union losses amount to 23,000 in this July 1-3 battle.
Answer: GettysbUli
r
~
c. Southern forces of Bragg are routed by Grant at this November 24 battle.
Answer: Chattanooga (also accept: Lookout Mountain or Battle Above the
Clouds

